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About This Game

Bitlogic is an action and adventure game elegantly classic but enhanced with new adapted graphics. In the game you take
control of Bit, your personal avatar in a virtual cyberpunk world full of dangerous enemies, hidden paths and digital mysteries.

Immerse yourself in Bit's universe and dare to uncover the secrets behind the source code.

Explore, defend yourself and find the correct way to the heart and soul of Bitlogic.

May the virtual world be as real as the physical reality?
Can a bodyless entity be considered as an intelligent and living being?

Would Bit be able to find the answers for all his questions?
His fate is in your hands player!

This Bitlogic version is an enhanced adaptation of our Bitlogic MSX game.

The game includes the enhanced version (modern graphical style) and the original MSX version (low resolution and pixelart)
for a nostalgic enjoyment feeling.

Original soundtrack can be chosen: Spectacular OST, electronic techno music and chiptune version too.

Available languages: English, Catalan, French and Spanish.
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No controller support. No possibility to change the key mapping. Unplayable. Do not buy. Not even for 49 cents.. Side scroller
shooter that seems alright if that's your sort of thing. No technical issues, just not my kind of game.. Just not a fun game at all.
Heroes enter your dungeon and you try to lure them to look at statues and enter your rooms so they become happy then you slay
them collecting soul energy to make more statues and rooms . the game just sucks sry ... An Instant Childhood Point-and-Click
Classic from the Days of my Childhood, which consist of the old MS-DOS, Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows 98 &
Windows 98SE PCs. Another Personal Favorite game of mine in which you help Putt-Putt get ready for the Cartown 500 Big
Race by finding by finding Extra High Powered High Octane Gasoline, a Safety Helmet for Pep, a Triangular Racing Flag with
the Racing Number on it & Earning Money for a Carwash/New Paint Job/Super Speed Radial Racing Tires.

And Remember: It's not if you Win or Lose, it's how you race around the Track.. i rekon this game would be good IF MORE
PEOPLE PLAYED IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. kool game so far even with dated graphics i love the different
perspective the mage gives you im surprised more games haven't tried this.. Just completed this game on my channel (playlist
below). I had a good time! It was adequately spooky with some good looking enemies alone the way. The audio was my favorite
aspect of this game as it made moments tense even when nothing was there. It left lots of questions unanswered, but I assume
Chapter Two will clear things up.

 So far a good start to the series.

LAZARETTO: Chapter One Playlist - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQExZ2b_9Kr7LohA5lhgTa-AMPlbC45cE
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This is really good pack, i think I like these skins the most out of the past ones with the exception of zhen ji(dw4 has better
melon physics for some reason)

I just wish they had the fury textures from the strikeforce games.. Niplheim's It's a funny game. It's some time since I played an
eroge as fun as this one. (I hope the next games of this developer are so funny as it). Disco Necropolis!!!!. notting works dont
waste your time. If you think the Polish T34s are outdated, the Swedes have infantry with bolt action rifles from the 1800s.

 [Game Update] - 207683 (2/23/2017):

[Game Update] - 207683. Linux Early Access Now Available!:

Originally posted by Ipsquiggle on the official forums[forums.kleientertainment.com]
Hello friends,

We've got an early present for you: Oxygen Not Included is now available for Linux!
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This time around it's available for everyone by default, so no branch fanciness needed this time, just download and play!

(Because of updating the game on steam, all platforms will see a download today, but there are no new changes. The game is on
AT-243285.)

The Linux version of the game is still undergoing testing though, so please let us know in the bug tracker if you notice any
issues. We look forward to hearing how it goes.

Enjoy!. [Game Update] ALPHA 206501 to 206915 (2/20/2017):

206915 (2/20/2017). Space Industry Upgrade Available Now! w/ [HOTFIX 291640]:

After their first exciting foray into space the Duplicants have been eager to learn more about the universe in which they live.
Their dedicated space research has brought on a wave of technological innovation, and using the rocketry advancements now at
their disposal the Duplicants can fly further into the unknown than ever before. They might even bring some strange new things
back for their trouble!

Introducing: Oxygen Not Included - Space Industry Upgrade!

What's New?.  [Game Update] - 207167:

[Game Update] - 207167
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